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A common defense against criticism that the theory of evolution contradicts the
Second Law of Thermodynamics is to object that the second law only holds for
closed systems; not for open systems, as the earth. This assertion is false. The
second law also holds for open systems, if the sum of the energy flows that pass their
system boundary is zero. It can be proven that the earth, after removing living nature,
is such an open system.
The mathematical formulation of the second law
The second law states, in the language of mathematics, that the disorder of a system
('entropy') increases, if the sum of all energy flows that pass its boundary is zero. In case of a
closed system, it is evident that the sum is zero, since no energy flows can pass the system
boundary. In case of an open system, however, the sum of the flows can also be zero,
namely, if the energy flows that enter the system are as big as the energy flows that leave
the system. In such an open system, the disorder will increase, as it does in a closed system.
Notice that in our physical reality only open systems exist.
Thought experiment 1
Let Earth-2 be identical to our Earth, except the presence of living organisms. Place Earth-2
in space in the light of the sun. Draw an imaginary sphere around Earth-2 with a radius of
100,000 kilometers, and measure the energy flows entering and leaving this sphere. Initially,
the sum of energy flows that enter the sphere will be greater than the sum of energy flows
leaving it, since Earth-2 is warming up in the sun. But after some time, equilibrium will be
reached and on average the sum of all energy flows that pass the sphere around Earth-2 will
be zero. According to the second law, the disorder on Earth-2 will increase. Large molecules,
probably produced by lightning, will ultimately fall apart; the larger the molecules, the faster.
Thought experiment 2
Let S be an open system that is positioned in an environment where random (= non directed)
energy flows pass its boundary. On average, the sum of the energy flows that pass its
boundary will be zero. According to the second law, the disorder in S increases. An example
of such a system can be found on a beach. The wind and sea will produce ridges in the sand
of a certain area A. But these random energy flows are not directed, and on average the sum
of energy flows over the boundary of A will be zero, and the disorder within A will increase:
rocks, stones, sand and shells will fall apart, finally into the smallest possible entities. Only
directed energy can maintain the sand ridges within A and expand them into sandcastles.
Order out of chaos
Ilya Perigone [1] has shown that ridges in the sand can emerge by random energy flows; but
he overlooked that these ridges are not maintained by these random energy flows; the next
day they disappear again and are replaced by other ridges in an other direction. Perigone
has also shown that living nature is constantly transforming molecules, cells and organisms
into more complex structures; but he overlooked that this ordering is driven by the DNA
program present in any cell, and not by random energy flows.
In the chemical industry simple molecules are transformed into complicated molecules by
directed energy flows, not by random natural processes. If random, natural processes would
be able to turn chaos into order, complicated molecules would become available for free; all
energy problems on earth would be solved and the chemical industry would be out of
business.
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The second law and the natural course of events
The Second Law of Thermodynamics captures a fundamental property of our physical reality:
everything will ultimately decay, driven by natural processes. Only directed effort can
maintain, expand, or transform a system, resulting in a decrease of its entropy. The
assertion that the second law does not hold for open systems denies a fundamental property
of our physical reality.
The second law and mutations of the DNA
The natural course of events (mathematically described by the second law) also affects the
DNA. In every cell, every day, hundred thousands of mutations of the DNA occur, which can
cause hereditary diseases and cancer. Fortunately, this decay is antagonized by mutation
protection and mutation repair mechanisms, for the discovery of which the Nobel Price for
Chemistry 2015 was awarded. The natural processes of mutation and decay can not produce
these mutation protection and repair mechanisms, because a process that produces M
cannot simultaneously produce NOT-M. [2].
Conclusion
Thought experiment 1 proves that evolutionary theory ( "natural processes can produce living
natur") is in contradiction with the Second Law of Thermodynamics. In more general terms:
Evolutionary theory is in contradiction with the natural course of events and with the
fundamental properties of our physical reality [3].
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